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CANONICAL POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES UNDER
INTERNAL LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

BERNARD VINOGRADE

Let P be a real positive definite n-rowed square matrix, n = p+q

+r, p^qg,r, S = diag (Si, S2, S3), where Si is p-rowed, 52 is g-rowed,

and S3 is r-rowed, all nonsingular. S is called an internal linear trans-

formation when it transforms P according to the rule P^SPS'. All

coefficients are real numbers. The problem is to find a canonical form

for P, under internal linear transformations, depending on charac-

teristic value systems associated with P. The partition of n into

three parts is for convenience only.

1. Semi-canonical reduction. Partition P according to the parti-

tion of n, and call the square diagonal blocks Pi, P2, and P3, with

p, q, and r rows respectively. Choose Si = Qr1, S2 = Q2~1, S3 = Q3~1

from the factorizations Pi = QiQ{, P2 = Q2Qi, P3 = QsQi ■ Then

(1) SPS' = Q

\IV A B

A' Iq C

B'   C Ir

where I, is the i-rowed identity matrix. Any further transformations

will be chosen so as to preserve the diagonal blocks Iv, Iq, IT. Hence

we shall have SiSi =    i= 1, 2, 3.

2. Non-special cases. Let X = (IP, A, B), Y=(A', Iq, C), Z

= (£', C, IT), so XX', YY', and ZZ' are all nonsingular and sym-

metric. Let their characteristic roots be the ordered diagonal ele-

ments of .E>i = diag (Xi, • • • , \v), I>2 = diag (ui, • • • , pq), and D3
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= diag (vi, • • • , vr). If the X<'s are distinct, then an orthogonal

matrix Ki such that KiXX'K{ =Di is unique within a left factor

diag (± 1, • • • , ± 1). If also the ju.'s and the j»,'s are distinct respec-

tively, then 5 = diag (K\, Ki, K%) gives SQS' in a canonical form

with rows and corresponding columns orthogonal in groups of p, q,

and r, and coefficients unique within internal permutations and sign

changes.

3. Special cases. After carrying out the reduction of §2, let

diag (Ki, Ki, Kt) stand for any further orthogonal internal trans-

formation. Suppose there are a distinct X/s and a<p. For conven-

ience of discussion, assume there are a\ Xi's in the first ai places in D\,

Xit* 1 and ai> 1. Then in Ki there is a free orthogonal ai-rowed block.

Generally, ÜTi = diag (Ku, • • • , Kia), each Ku orthogonal. It follows

from(^4,5)(^,B)' = diag(Xi-l, • • • ,XP-1) thatif (Aai,Bai) are the

first ai rows of (A,B) then (Aai, Bai)(Aav Bai)' = (Xi—l)Iav Impose on

Kn the condition KnAaiAaiK'n = diag (hi, • • • , hai). If the hi's are

not distinct, suppose hi= • ■ • = haiy£0. Let L\ be the corresponding

cviXai free orthogonal block in K1U and (Aai, Bai) the corresponding

«i rows, then Aai is of rank ai and contains an aiXai nonsingular

minor array G. After an internal permutation suppose Aai=(G, H),

then the free L\ may be absorbed by requiring LiG to be the unique

triangular factor (say with positive diagonal coefficients) of G'G. If

hi = 0 then the process starts with Bai, and if the partition is into more

than three parts, Bai may be orthogonalized first. If Xi=l, then

clearly (Aai, Bai) =0. None of these transformations affect the ortho-

gonality conditions imposed by the reduction of §2. F and Z are re-

duced similarly with the freedom in K2 and K3, if any.

4. The case n=p+q. In this case a more detailed description is

possible and is derived here as a consequence of the following lemma.

It has also been displayed by Hotelling as a by-product of a statis-

tical investigation.1

Lemma. // two real matrices A and B are each a-rowed and b-

columned, then A A'' = BB' if and only if A=BU where U is orthogonal.

Proof. A A' is an a-rowed symmetric matrix, hence there exists an

orthogonal   V such that  VAA'V'= VBB'V' = diag  (du ■ ■ ■ , dT,

0, • • • , 0), where r ^a and each d, is positive. Let D_1 = diag (1/(di)112

• • • , l/(dr)112, 1 • • • , l).Then D-^VAA'V'D-^D-^VBB'V'D-1,
= diag (J„ 0o_r). Write D~lVA=X and D~lVB= F, so XX' = FF'

1 H. Hotelling, Relations between two sets of variates, Biometrika vol. 28 (1936) p.

321. The present paper is the basis for an extension to more than two sets.
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= diag [IT, 0„_r). This implies that X has r nonzero orthonormal rows.

Now to the r nonzero rows add b—r rows chosen so as to present a

/>rowed orthogonal matrix Xo- Do the same with Fand call the result-

ing orthogonal matrix Fo. Letting U= Yo Xo, we have Xo= YoU.

be the semi-canonical form (1) of a positive definite matrix parti-

tioned according to n = p-\-q. Let K be an orthogonal matrix such

that KXX'K' = D, where D is diagonal. Hence KAA'K' = D-IV

= BB', where B is a p by q matrix whose first p diagonal coefficients

are the square roots of those of D — Iv. By the lemma there exists an

orthogonal matrix L' such that B — KAL'. Then the canonical form

desired is obtained by using the internal transformation

5. Applications. These canonical forms have been applied to the

determination of minimal principal minors of partitioned correlation

matrices in an unpublished paper by R. G. D. Steel and the author.

These minors have statistical significance as generalizations of the

minors \ —b\ formed from the matrix of §4, with 6,- a diagonal coeffi-

cient of B (see footnote 1).

One easily proved property of the semi-canonical reduction of §1

is the following: Among all SPS' with unit diagonal coefficients and

fixed2 P, the determinant |SPS'| is maximum when SPS' is in the

semi-canonical form. For, let Pi be the first diagonal block of P and

let SPS' be in semi-canonical form. Then S\P\S{ =IP, or |Si|2

= l/|Pi| fcl. Similarly |S2|2£1, |S3|2^1. Hence |S|2^1, implying

I SPS'I ̂ P.

Hence X= YU and A =BU.

Let
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Here P is a correlation matrix.


